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, Doctor Agatston gives advice on diet and exercise that may help decrease your likelihood of
a stroke or heart attack. Reviewing the existing state of medical knowledge, Dr. Agatston sees
a revolution, and he claims that center attacks--and strokes--are today preventable. On the
way, he provides sound assistance and helpful tips on how best to participate more
completely in the guts health. He presents his own program of aggressive prevention, which
encompasses diet, workout routines, diagnostic testing, and medication.Cardiologist Arthur
Agatston, who is well-known for his bestselling Southern BEACH DIET books, addresses the
central concern of his career (and the reason why he created his diet books to begin with):
cardiac care.
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Some good information While there is the right helpful information in this book, it goes a bit
overboard on the screening aspects, i. There are good types and poor types of Cholesterol
and it's really all covered within an easy to understand manner. center scans CT scans,
advanced lipids etc and the list goes on. But then again, it's written by a cardiologist. I believe
the aspects of the dietary plan are fundamentally great but personally feel the new gold
standard name on heart health ought to be "Prevent and Reverse CARDIOVASCULAR
DISEASE" by Caldwell Esselstyn. Go through this reserve and you also too may live a longer
and more effective, healthier and happier lifestyle. Down to earth, realistic and doable. There
are simply too many testing recommended and one probably does not need all of these lab
tests. My belief can be that if you consume the proper foods, you almost certainly won't need
all those tests. In a whole food plant based diet, you'll be curing your arteries and removing
inflammation simultaneously, so there should not be any want for many of these exams if the
diet aspect is in place. I'm glad I purchased the kindle version for $2. After reading "The South
Seaside Heart Program" I've lose nearly 20 pounds (and never remember really being starving)
and my blood function hasn't looked this great in about 30 years. Take back your health today!
I highly recommend this reserve to anyone who seriously wish to maintain good heart health,
esp. Turn back time if you make the dedication and follow through. Thus I have already been
diligent following both the South Beach Diet plan, and starting a fitness plan I can follow and
live with. Although it touches on some of the concepts of the dietary plan, it has much more to
offer. I did so learn some things reading this but I'd alert the reader to take some of it with a
grain of salt. Perhaps, a life saver This book changed my life! Becoming on the north side of
60, I had accumulated many bad eating habits and with a family history of heart disease I
understood I was living with a short fuse.10 as I wouldn't pay much more for it. Thank you Dr.
All the best, and get that heart scan. A Lifesaver I bought this book per month or so ago. The
quantity of incorrect details that an incredible number of Us citizens are receiving about
cardiovascular disease from the mass media is shocking. Initial, it made me end and think
about the abuse I have already been inflicting on my body for so a long time. Second, scared
me into performing something about any of it. You can end up being a healthier you. The
publication is almost just like a textbook, but with vocabulary anyone can follow. There are
always a wide selection of tests we need to have run to understand where we stand with
cardiovascular disease, diabetes, etc. The reason is that a lot of doctors still keep to a
"Plumbers look at" of cardiovascular disease discovered in medical college. Agatston spells it
all out for the lay person to understand and accomplish. This is a book that everyone who
cares about living to a ripe later years should read. He's the creator of the Agatston scoring
program, that is utilized when one has a heart scan. Buy it today!! The writing design is simple
to follow and very informative and the publication is loaded with practical information.
Excellent Book If you browse the South Beach Diet you will absolutely love this book. It is
possible to live healthy and be healthy without starving yourself or getting on some ultra
regimented diet plan/exercise plan. Truly, this 4-Stage Plan may save your life. In case you
are concerned about your heart health, this book is crucial read. The book has motivated me
to speak to my doctor and medicine and other remedies, to exercies even more and consume
better and healthier foods. The writer is very inspiring to learn as he was in the Sough Beach
Diet aswell. Dr. Agatston seems perfectly informed, educated and highly experienced in heart
wellness matters. This bood has superb medical advice and lifestyle recomendations to can
be easily achieved by all. It had been absolutely the greatest of all of those I've read. FINALLY
- SOMEBODY GETS IT RIGHT Let me summarize this book in a single word - FABULOUS.Many



doctors when they test you won't specify PARTICLE SIZE and TYPE. Agatston gets it Best, no
body else provides arrive close. No book (even the South Beach Diet plan book) has had more
impact on my entire life, than this one. Hardly any people are doing more than ten percent of
what they have to do to avoid falling victim to this COMPLETELY PREVENTABLE
DISEASE.Many readers will read Dr. Agatston's book because he is the author of the wildly
well-known South Beach Diet plan, but this is a great standalone publication. This is actually
the book that the good Doctor could have created first, because he is a MASTER of
cardiovascular disease. And you should wait till you're 50 to learn it. Agatston understands and
explains the importance of the different types of Cholesterol contaminants. Dr. Our cells could
not live without Cholesterol. The modern heart scan that is non invasive, and takes a couple of
a few minutes to perform is the device that will probably revolutionize cardiovascular disease
care within the next ten years. At the same time extremely few doctors in the usa are
recommending that their sufferers get yourself a heart scan.Associated with that doctors, like
the majority of folks are creatures of habit. Also, they are employing a business model that
they don't really want to change. Read Dr. Agatston's publication, and you will recognize that
only through a painless, quick heart scan is it possible to detect if you truly have
cardiovascular disease. Oh yes, you can even detect center disease through an $8,000
angiogram, but no insurance company will pick that up if you don't have SYMPTOMS. it
functions and it changes the way you will consume and consider food for the others of your
life. These blockages have soft fibrous caps that suddenly ERUPT. For those who have
successfully passed a treadmill check, you could STILL have heart disease that is going to
deliver a substantial heart attack to you. And Dr.They believe incorrectly that cardiovascular
disease is a gradual build-up of a blockage(s) before blockage completely blocks off the
artery, and a heart attack ensues. We know now that this is only true for a minority of heart
attacks. Excellent Fast shipping. The vast majority of heart attacks are caused by blockages of
15% to 25%.One more thing you should know and the publication is clear on this point. A blood
coagulum forms, and SCABS OVER the eruption, blocking the passageway, and BINGO, you
possess a massive heart attack.Most doctors do not understand this modern theory of heart
disease, which is about 4 years old.Richard Stoyeck Lost 50 lbs with this and kept it off for five
years running Positives: delicious, nutritious food. As they said about Godzilla, SIZE DOES
MATTER. Great buy It's working Five Stars great reserve! Agatston also does the perfect work
at clarifying the problem of Cholesterol.Dr. He's an excellent writer, and the publication was
not ghost written for him. Agatston discusses the new center scanners that are offered in his
publication. Agatston's book thoroughly, and have compared it to almost everything else in
the marketplace that's out there. Our evolution is still in line with the nomadic existence of an
incredible number of years of surviving in warm climates, with tall grasses, and a hunter,
gatherer's instincts. Our modern diet produces, and allows us to inject a lot more Cholesterol
than we have to live.What the Doctor does so well is let you know that it's not really your
Cholesterol SCORE that matters, but your Cholesterol SIZE that counts. It's also the kind of
Cholesterol that you have that matters. When you then pass the treadmill check because you
do not have a 70% blockage anywhere in your system, they pronounce you match and send
you home with flying colours. Dr.Perhaps you haven't heard about a center scan? Once you
GET IT, it will radically change your understanding of what you have to do.e. Dr. Still the best
diet out there; In reality you might have progressive cardiovascular disease. It's all in the
publication, and if you also think you possess a remote possibility of cardiovascular disease,
you need to be Alert to these ideas.If you are working with cardiovascular disease, the patient



needs to be INFORMED. The best patient gets better treatment and better outcomes when
compared to a patient that says to the doctor FIX ME. There are also those patients who don't
want to know about their disease, and that is not the way to go.I've read Dr. The problem is our
bodies get too much Cholesterol with the modern diet. It compares very favorably. This
chemical substance is vital to living. I highly recommend this reserve to anyone who seriously
want to maintain . Medical residents, and analysis associates are writing them. Is normally this
necessarily bad?If you are spending money on a big name doctor to create a heart
publication, you want the big name doctor to have written that reserve. Do you wish to read a
reserve by a well-known doctor on the cover, who than has a 27-year-outdated resident
compose it for him, or would you like to read the REAL THING? The South Beach EATING
PLAN may be the real thing, written by the real guy. Agatston. They're still adhering to the
plumbers' model, ordering treadmill a test, if they should be ordering heart scans. Never felt
starving through a yr of using the recipes and menus. That was five years back and 50 pounds
ago. The 50 have stayed off because I/we still consume the same way, and usually will.
Negatives: preparation of many recipes takes a LOT of time and usage of a few ingredients
that are difficult to find in a small town grocery store. This would be considered a TERRIFIC
diet if only one had someone to prepare all this food for you personally. Your test comes
home with a complete Cholesterol quantity, and you believe you're home free. You don't want
to hold back to have heart symptoms before confirming you possess heart disease. Good
Good Five Stars Arrived needlessly to say. Meanwhile, you might have scores of 15% or 20%
blockages, be a walking time bomb, no one is normally intervening. The treadmill machine
test can only pick up blockages of 70% or even more. Excellent book Five Stars Great. There
are numerous of books upon this subject where the big guy on the cover is NOT writing the
book... Should you have a health problem, particularly your heart, you have got to read this
book. RAISED CHLESTEROL issues.
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